
ON EXPONENTIAL DIVISORS
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Let ()(N) denote the sum of the exponential divisors of N, that is, divisors
of the form plb’... pbr, b. a, 1, r, when N has the cnonical form
pla..., prar, and define ()(1) 1. Call N exponentially perfect (or simply
e-perfect) if a()(N) 2N. We here prove several results concerning e-perfect
numbers including the nonexistence of odd e-perfect numbers--thus settling
a problem raised earlier. We show that the set {o’)(n)/n} is dense in [1, o and

)conjecture that the result also holds when (n) is replaced by any of its iterates.
We finally consider the structure of the semigroup of artihmetic functions under
exponential convolution.

1. Introduction. By an "exponential divisor" (or e-divisor) of positive
integer N > 1 with canonical form

(1.1) N pa, prar
we mean a divisor d of N of the form

d p’ prr, b a: 1, r.

The number and sum of such divisors of N are denoted respectively by
(e) 0.()r (N) and (N). By convention, 1 is an exponential divisor of itself so that
) (1) 1.r (1)
The definition and notation used here are the same as in [4] where these

functions are considered in some detail.
It is evident that r

) (N) and a( (N) are multiplicative functions, and hence
(e

r )(Y)= r(a).., r(a),

i--’-1 i=1 bilai

where v(a) denotes, as usual, the number of divisors of a.
In Section 2 we obtain some results concerning exponentially perfect (or

briefly, e-perfect) numbers, that is, integers N for which a
() (N) 2N, and we

settle a question raised in [4] (see also [5]) by proving that there are no odd
e-perfect numbers. Actually, we prove in Theorem 2.2 in the sequel a more
general result.

In Section 3 we show that every number greater than or equal to 1 is a limit
point of the set
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and it can in fact be approximated, as closely as desired, by a subset of positive
density.

Closely related to the concept of exponential divisors is the "exponential
product" a E) of two arbitrary arithmetic functions a and B defined by
(a E) )(1) 1 and for N > I having the canonical form given by (1, 1)

(a t)(N) IX a(II p;bi)t(II p;C).
bicifai
i=l,...,r

As shown in [4], if S denotes the set of all arithmetic functions, the semigroup
G (S, (D) is isomorphic to the semigroup ( (, .), where is the set of all
arithmetic functions (x) a(N1, N2, ...) having a countably infinite number
of arguments with only a finite number of them being positive and where is
Dirichlet convolution. We utilize this approach in Section 4 to explain the
failure of the unique factorization property in G and to characterize its zero
divisors.
The last section lists some unsolved problems.

2. e-perfect numbers. A few examples of such numbers are 22.3, 22.33.52,
24 32 112, 26 3 72 132, 27 3 52 72 132, 2 3 5 "72 1392, 23 32 52, 24 33 5 112,
2.33.52.72.132, and 21. 32.5.7. 112.132.192.372.792.1092. 1572.3132.
Note that if N is squarelree, then ()(N) N. Hence, if M is e-perfect

and N is squarefree with (M, N) 1, then MN is also e-perfect. Thus it is
sufficient to consider only "powerful" e-perfect numbers, that is, e-perfect
numbers for which every exponent in their canonical forms is greater than one.
The results that follow relate to such e-perfect numbers only.

LEMMA 2.1.

II
p2,qz

( 1--+- ) I_I (1
p#2,

< ’(2)(1--)(1- )... (1- )(3)(1- )
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_2716(1- )... (1--
THEOIEM 2.2. For any integer k > 1 the equation a

(e) (N) kN has no
solution in odd integers N.

(e)Proo]. Assume that 2]k and that a (N) N with N q".., q
Then at most of the numbers a

() (q’) are even while a
() (qfl)is odd only if

a is a square so that for all but indices we have

(e) a(.) 12 1
a (qia)/qiai < (q4)/q.4 1 +---+--.q;

For the even values of a (qfl we .have a (q /qfl, < (qi2)/q
1 -4- 1/qi Thus, with suitable relabelling of the prime factors of N, we have

(’N () ().. ( 1)k
a < 1 + 1

1 + 1 ....II....... 1,++ s <_ t,

so that Lemma 2.1 yields

k (’)(N)
N

contradiction.

THEOREM 2.3.
]actors is finite.

For every n the set o] power]ul e-per]ect numbers with n prime

Prool. We have

1 1.< 1 + -;7 + -;7 +
P P

1< 1 + p(ra/2)-l(p_ 1)"
Hence for a given prime p,

Also, for any m, () (pra)/pra <_ a
() (p)/p 1 + lip -- 1 as p -- oo.

Hence if there are infinitely many e-perfect numbers pi p. there
must be infinitely many with bounded pl Pk and therefore infinitely many
with fixed p, pk.
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Suppose k _< n is the maximal number so that there are infinitely many
mne-perfect numbers p’. p"p/lm/l p where p, p are fixed and

p+ p-- o. Since
mk+, pnm,)/pk+l

in the sequence of e-perfect numbers (2.4) we must have infinitely many for
which m m k, are bounded and hence infinitely many for which
ml, m are fixed. Hence we get an infinite sequence of e-perfect numbers
of the form

(p,m’ p’)(p+,’+’ p-) (p+l+’ p.),

where in the first parentheses the factors p’, p" are fixed, in the middle
parentheses each prime is fixed but m , and in the last parentheses the
primes p . But

(, ) p

is a constant c < 2, while (2.10) and (2.11) show that

a ")(p+, p,)/(p+

thus leading to a contradiction and completing the proof.
Remark 2.5. Let N be called e-multiperfect if a (’) (N) kN for some k > 2.

The above proof shows that Theorem (2.3) is valid for e-multiperfect numbers
as well.

THEOREM 2.6. The set of powerIul e-per]ect or e-multiper]ect numbers with n
prime ]actors is finite ]or every given positive integer n.

Proo]. The integer n being fixed, the set of all k’s for which the equation
a

(’) (N) kN has a solution with N having n prime factors is finite, since
k r

() (N)/(N) <_ 1] (1 q- l/p), the product extending over the first n primes.
The theorem now follows at once in view of Remark 2.5.

Exactly the same reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 gives the following
generalization.

THEOREM 2.7. Let S be a given set of primes so that
Then, ]or a given n the set of power]ul e-per]ect numbers which have at most n prime
factors not in S is finite.

Another result where a similar reasoning applies is the following.

THEOREM 2.8. Let T be a set of prime numbers o] positive Dirichlet density.
Then all except a finite number o] powerful e-per/ect numbers have a prime ]actor
[tom T.

Proof. Let {p.... p’"’} be an infinite sequence of prime numbers, each
with m > 1. Given any e > 0, there is a positive integer M M(e) so that
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(2.9) II a(e)(Pimi)/Pm’ < 1 + e.
mi2

Bu we also have, by uilizing Brun’s sieve mehod,

p--I (rood q)
for al in T

Thus, since a<)(p,)/p, (p, 1)/p, 0 (mod q) for q in T whenever
m 2, we have

< +
mi=2

M’() being a suitable number depending only on .
Combining (2.9) and (2.10) and taking M"() mx {M(e), M’()}, we hve

pi>M’’()

The rest of the proof now proceeds as before by decomposing the prime factors,

(p,’ p).(pz+’+’ p).(p++’ p) A.B.C

say, where the part A is fixed, while in B each p is fixed but m , and in C
ech p .

Since a)(A)/A is a constant strictly less than 2, a)(B)/B 1 and
(C)/C 1, we have a contradiction.

3. Limit points of {d(e) (n)/n}. Since d(e) (n)/n 1 whenever n is square-
free and since the set of squarefree integers has a positive density (equal to 6/r),
it follows that 1 is a limit point of {a<e)(n)/n} and is attained by a subset of
positive density.

Let 0 be any real number greater than or equal to 1. Then we can show that 0
is a limit point of the set {e (n)/n} and that given any > 0, there is a set A
of positive density so that

(3.1) a(:--n) 0 < , n A.

This follows at once from the fact that for every such 0 there is a sequence of
primes p, p, (finite or infinite) so that O I-I (1 T 1/p). Given e > 0,
take j j(e) so that II--; (1 - lips) Ol < . Let A be the set of integers n
given by n piep pt, where ranges over all squarefree integers relatively
prime to p p It is clear that for such integers n we have (3.1).

4. The semigroup (S, ). The connection between exponential and Dirichlet
convolutions has already been pointed out in [4; 5].

Recalling the notation in the introduction, if S is the set of all arithmetic
functions, a a(n) of a single argument, and is the set of all artihmetic
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functions a a(fi), where is a vector of the form fi (n, n2, .-.), the n’s
being nonnegative integers with only a finite number of them positive, then
the one-to-one mapping

(4 1) a(n) (), n 2n’3n’5

where 2, 3, 5, is the sequence of primes, shows that (S, (D) (, .). We
write G (S, (D) and ( (, .),. and we define Gp {a(p,n,, pnk), (D
for any finite set of primes P (p p) and ( {(n n), }.
Clearly, we have Gp _-- ( and

G II {a(p pnk), (D where P runs through all finite sets of primes
P

(4.2) IX (( X ( X .-.)
k"l

(4.3) V X G X ..-,

where ( ( X ( X and where in (4.2) the direct product is the strong
direct product, that is, each component, can be chosen arbitrarily from the
factor so that there may be infinitely many nonidentity components.

Cashwell and Everett [1] showed that the semigroup G of arithmetic functions
of a single argument under Dirichlet convolution has the unique factorization
property. One can extend their arguments and show that the same property
in fact holds for every ( k >_ 1. However, it fails to hold for ( for every
k >_ 1 (and consequently for G in view of the relation (4.3)). This is because
each ( is the product of infinitely many copies of ( and hence a general
element will not be the product of a finite number of prime factors.
Equation (4.2) also helps us to characterize all the zero divisors of G. An

element a is a nonzero divisor of G if and only if its counterpart a determined
by (4.1) is a nonzero element in every factor (, k 1, 2, .... But we know
that a is a nonzero element in G if and only if a(n n) 0 for some
positive integers n n Thus a is a nonzero divisor of (S, (D) if and
only if given any finite number of primes p, p there exist positive integers
n n so that a(p’... p) O. This answers the question raised
in [4; p. 259].

5. Some remarks and conjectures. We proved that every e-perfect number
is even and all known examples show that they are all divisible by 3. Is there
an e-perfect number not divisible by 3? it is not difficult to see that if there
is one, it should be very large.
We conjecture that there is only a finite number of e-perfect numbers not

divisible by any given prime p.
We have not so far found an example of an e-multiperfect number. Is there

such a number at all?
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Given an integer k > 1, is it true that the equation a(e)(n) kn has only
finitely many solutions with n 0 (mod 2m) for any given m?
We proved that every real number greater than or equal to 1 is a limit point

of the set {a(e)(n)/nl. We conjecture that the same result holds if a()(n) is
replaced by any of its iterates a

() (n) defined by
(’) (" (’) (’) ()(n) k > 1a, (n) a )(n), a, (n) al IRk-1 ],

Is it true that on a set of density one a2
(e) (n)/a () (n) --, 17 This is true, for

example, if a(’)(n) is replaced by a*(n) ;"n.(./)- d but is false if it is
replaced by a(n) ’,,1 d, in which case the ratio tends to infinity on a set
of density one [2], [3].
Added in proof. In a recent communication to one of us, Professor P. ErdSs

remarked that the conclusions of Theorems 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 remain valid under
the hypothesis a()(n)/n c for any fixed constant c, not necessarily an integer.
He also showed that a2()/ai (e) (n) is dense in (1, o and has a distribution func-
tion which is everywhere monotone and that (()(n)/n is dense in (1, o ).
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